Associations between somatic cell count patterns and the incidence of clinical mastitis.
Associations between clinical mastitis (CM) and the proportional distribution of patterns in somatic cell count (SCC) on a herd level were determined in this study. Data on CM and SCC over a 12-month period from 274 Dutch herds were used. The dataset contained parts of 29,719 lactations from 22,955 cows of different parities. In total, 207,079 SCC test-days were recorded with 5719 cases of CM; 1561 cases were associated with environmental pathogens (ENV_CM), and 2681 with contagious pathogens (CONT_CM). Definitions of patterns in SCC were based on 3, 4, or 5 consecutive test-day recordings of SCC that differentiated between short or longer periods of increased SCC, and also between lactations with and without recovery. The distribution of those patterns (relative to their maximum) varied among herds. The distribution of SCC patterns was correlated with the incidence rate of CM. Herds with a relatively frequent quick recovery pattern had a 2.5 times more chance of being classified in the upper quartile for CM. These herds also had 2.1 times more chance of being classified in the upper quartile for ENV_CM but only 0.4 times for CONT_CM. Herds with a relatively frequent no recovery pattern had less chance (odds ratio=0.5) of being classified in the lower quartile for CONT_CM. Since the distributions of SCC patterns were indicative for overall, environmental and contagious CM, the necessity to introduce pathogen-specific mastitis control programs in a herd could be determined based on the mean incidences of SCC patterns in that herd.